After travelling hundreds of miles, in varied conditions, I am still passionate about this boat.
Spending time with owners that are now cruising, and listening to the wonderful compliments that
are given the design, quality, performance, flexibility, user friendliness, ease of build, total support,
etc, etc, etc, it reinforces the decisions taken during the total design process.
With more than 50 LaPassion Kits now sailing, motoring and under construction (August, 07) it is
time to tell the world about her.
This is no ordinary kit set, the LaPassion was designed from day one to be the best. She was
designed on computer, then sectionalised to fit perfectly in standard 40 ft containers, the infusion
moulds were then produced on a 5 axis router so that the best possible gelcoat finish could be
achieved. The complete set of component moulds are produced by way of Infusion moulding,
using woven fabrics and vinylester resins, giving the lightest, strongest medium available for a
production boat.
If this isn’t enough, the components are all manufactured to CE Class “A” (oceangoing, worldwide)
and 5 have been built in Australia to the very demanding USL code Survey.
I hope you can take the time to fully understand the concept of LaPassion by
Fusion and how it can fulfill your dreams.
James Gard, CEO Fusion Catamarans Australia Pty Ltd.

SAIL PLAN
Mainsail . . . . . . .64.00 sqmt
Jib . . . . . . . . . . . .24.50 sqmt
Screecher . . . . . .60.00 sqmt
Spinnaker . . . . .89.40 sqmts
Charter companies may
choose to use a pin head
with no roach or the Sports
minded may like to increase
area and take the overall
height off deck to 60ft
Sail Kits can be supplied,
details on “MCG” DVD

RIG PLAN
Rigs are a personal choice
and not supplied with the Kit.
Fusion owners have used the
twin spreader with forward
jumpers, & single spreader, as
well as aluminium or carbon.
WE have a list of suppliers
and quotes, and details can
be found on the owners MCG
DVD.

Internal GA
This GA shows the standard moulded furniture layout, as
this is a kit, it can be customised to any requirement,
such as 4 doubles and 4 bathrooms if it is to be used for
Charter, or as shown on the next page with Island berth.

Island berth GA
This GA shows the standard moulded furniture layout,
with owner’s Island berth.
Many other layouts are available for the owner wishing to
input their own personal desires.

 

